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Selected Instructional Course Lectures

The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons
Major advances in the understanding of intrasynovial flexor tendon repair and rehabilitation have been made since the early 1970s\(^1,2\), when reports first demonstrated that flexor tendon lacerations within the fibro-osseous digital sheath could be repaired primarily, and rehabilitation could be successful, without tendon excision and delayed grafting\(^3\). The concept of adhesion-free, or intrinsic, tendon-healing—namely, the idea that tendons could heal primarily without the ingrowth of fibrous adhesions from the surrounding sheath—has been validated both experimentally and clinically in studies over the past twenty years\(^4-13\). Recent attempts to understand and improve the results of intrasynovial flexor tendon repair have focused on restoration of the gliding surface\(^11,14-23\), on the biomechanics at the repair site\(^24-36\), and on the molecular biology of early tendon healing\(^37-47\). The goals of the surgical treatment of intrasynovial flexor tendon lacerations have remained unchanged: they include achievement of a primary tendon repair of sufficient tensile strength to allow application of a postoperative passive-motion rehabilitation protocol that inhibits formation of intrasynovial adhesions, stimulates restoration of the gliding surface, and facilitates healing of the repair site\(^48\).

**Anatomy**

The flexor digitorum superficialis arises from multiple origins on the volar surface of the humerus, ulna, and radius and is interconnected by a fibrous aponeurosis that overlies the median nerve and the ulnar vascular bundle in the forearm\(^49\). In the midpart of the forearm, the superficialis muscle belly divides into four bundles, which separate into a superficial and a deep layer; the superficial layer sends tendons to the long and ring fingers, and the deep layer sends tendons to the index and small fingers. The flexor digitorum superficialis tendon to the small finger may not be present in all individuals\(^49\). The common muscle belly of the flexor digitorum profundus originates from the anterior-medial aspect of the ulna and interosseous membrane and remains dorsal to the flexor digitorum superficialis in the volar aspect of the forearm. The four flexor digitorum profundus tendons usually arise from a common muscle belly; however, the flexor digitorum profundus to the index finger exhibits a high degree of independence, often originating from an individual muscle belly.

Kleinert and Verdan divided the flexor tendon into five anatomic zones\(^50\). Zone V extends from the muscle-tendon junction to the entrance of the carpal canal, and Zone IV lies deep to the transverse carpal ligament, where the flexor digitorum superficialis tendons to the long and ring fingers lie directly palmar to those of the index and small fingers and the flexor digitorum profundus tendons travel deep. As the tendons emerge from the carpal canal, the lumbrical muscles take origin from the flexor digitorum profundus tendons and travel distally to insert into the radial lateral bands of the digits. Zone III is the region from the distal edge of the transverse carpal ligament to the proximal aspect of the digital fibro-osseous sheath at the palmar crease. Zone II begins at the origin of the fibro-osseous flexor sheath in the distal aspect of the palm, and it extends to the proximal aspect of the insertion of the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon. Zone I is distal to the insertion of the flexor digitorum superficialis.

At the level of the A1 pulley, the superficialis tendon flattens out and bifurcates, allowing the deeper profundus tendons to pass distal to its insertion at the base of the distal phalanx. The two limbs of the superficialis tendon rotate away from the midline and wrap around the profundus tendon, with half of the fibers crossing on the palmar surface of the phalanx to insert dorsal to the profundus tendon on the...
palmar surface of the proximal half of the middle phalanx. The remaining fibers insert as radial and ulnar slips on the diaphysis of the middle phalanx.

The flexor tendons are covered by a thin visceral layer of adventitia, or paratenon. The tendons enter a synovium-lined fibro-osseous tunnel at the base of each digit that provides both a biomechanical advantage (on the basis of the pulley system) and a source of tendon nutrition (from the parietal and visceral layers of paratenon)51. Condensations of the synovial sheaths form at strategic points along the digit and work in conjunction with the palmar aponeurosis pulley52 and the transverse carpal ligament53,54 to maximize the efficiency of joint rotation and force transmission during grip. There is a predictable arrangement of five annular pulleys and three cruciform pulleys in the fingers. The A1, A3, and A5 pulleys originate from the palmar plates of the metacarpophalangeal, proximal interpha langeal, and distal interphalangeal joints, respectively. The A2 and A4 pulleys are continuous with the peristeum of the proximal aspect of the proximal phalanx and of the middle third of the middle phalanx, respectively. The cruciform pulleys are thin and compliant; they are located between the A2 and A3 pulleys (C1), between the A3 and A4 pulleys (C2), and between the A4 and A5 pulleys (C3) (Fig. 1).

Studies of the physiology of intrasynovial flexor tendons have demonstrated the importance of both intrinsic and extrinsic sources of nutrition55-62, from local vascular networks and from the synovial fluid environment. Three primary sources of vascular supply have been described63, they include longitudinally oriented vessels within the proximal paratenon, the mesotenon and its vinctular arrangement, and vessels of intrasosseous origin at the tendon insertion. Terminal vascular loops occur between distinct vascular regions, creating watershed areas of limited vascular supply within the tendon substance as described by Lundborg et al.64. There is a single avascular zone within the intra-

synovial portion of the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon; it lies over the proximal phalanx and under the A2 pulley. There are two avascular zones within the intrasynovial portion of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon; the first lies over the proximal phalanx deep to the A2 pulley, and the second is located over the middle phalanx, typically under the A4 pulley.

Surgical Principles
Surgical exploration and repair of flexor tendon lacerations is done in an operating room under loupe magnification. An axillary block or general anesthesia is preferred, and a brachial tourniquet is used for hemostasis. As initially stressed by Lexer54,65 and later reemphasized by Bunnell56, tissue-handling must be meticulous: “Binding fibrosis is our arch enemy; so handling of the tissues should be reduced to a minimum, keeping the delicate histologic structure of the tendons and surrounding tissues always in mind.” A midlateral or Bruner incision66,67 is used, incorporating original lacerations when feasible. Neurovascular bundles are identified and protected. Sharp dissection is carried out in the plane between the digital nerve and the fibro-osseous flexor sheath. At the level of the neck of the proximal phalanx, distal to the A2 pulley, the digital arterial ladder branch is identified and preserved. This vessel provides substantial vascular inflow to the vinculum to the superficialis tendon and also to the long vinculum to the profundus tendon. Sharp dissection is then carried out directly on the outer surface of the flexor tendon sheath, leaving both pulleys and membranous portions of the sheath intact. Thick skin flaps are raised, and devascularization of these skin flaps is avoided. The skin flaps are retracted with sutures to afford maximal exposure of the flexor sheath in the zone of injury as well as proximal and distal to the zone of injury in order to improve access through the membranous sheath for identification and retrieval of retracted tendon stumps.

The divided tendon ends are local-
proximal passage of a small pediatric feeding catheter within the flexor sheath from the traumatic wound into the palm. A small, oblique, midpalmar incision is made in order to identify the proximal tendon segment and to place a suture to secure the catheter to the tendon. The catheter is pulled distally, delivering the proximal tendon stump to the repair site. The flexor tendon is thus not removed from its intraosseous environment within the flexor sheath.

Although the checkrein effect of the vinculae and the lumbrical muscles typically prevents the proximal tendon stump from retracting into the palm, there are several methods for retrieval of a tendon that has retracted proximal to the A1 pulley. Following delivery of the transected tendon ends into the operative site, a Keith needle or a 20-gauge needle is placed transversely through the tendon approximately 1 to 2 cm proximal and distal to the transected ends in order to stabilize the tendon ends for repair. Repairs of the flexor digitorum profundus tendon at or distal to the A4 pulley may be facilitated by placement of the core suture in the proximal tendon stump prior to passage of the tendon beneath the pulley for distal repair. In addition, the A4 pulley may be sequentially dilated by the passage of pediatric urethral dilator sounds. This allows the flexor digitorum superficialis and the flexor digitorum profundus tendon to be delivered under the A4 pulley without the need for partial excision of the pulley. When a patient has a Zone II injury involving laceration of both the flexor digitorum superficialis and the flexor digitorum profundus tendon, it is recommended that both tendons be repaired, with the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon repaired first.

Investigators have attempted to improve the time-zero early postoperative strength of the repair construct by varying the configuration of the core suture, altering the number of suture strands passing across the repair site, using core sutures of different calibers and materials, and varying the pattern and depth of placement of the circumferential epitendon suture. While clinical attempts to augment the repair site with onlay tendon grafts, patches, or synthetic materials have been disappointing because of the increased bulk of the repair site and poor ability to restore the gliding surface, recent ex vivo results suggest that this technique might warrant further investigation.

Ex vivo and in vivo investigations employing linear, in situ, and other models have suggested that core-suture configurations have the greatest tensile strength when there are multiple sites of tendon-suture interaction. Although the Kessler and modified Kessler techniques still enjoy widespread acceptance, newer techniques, such as the Tajima, Strickland, cruciate, and Savage configurations, all offer greater suture “hold” on the tendon that is independent of the suture knot. These modern core-suture techniques have been shown to offer greater tensile strength of the repair site not only at time-zero, but also for as long as six weeks postoperatively. However, a significant relationship between the cross-sectional area of the tendon and the suture “hold” on the tendon stump has not been proven.

It is widely accepted that core-suture techniques utilizing a greater number of suture strands across the repair site result in a greater tensile strength than do those utilizing a similar pattern but fewer sutures across the repair site. This has been found to be true in both ex vivo time-zero studies and in vivo studies for up to six weeks postoperatively. Numerous studies involving commonly used core-suture techniques have demonstrated the superiority of the four-strand core suture to the two-strand core suture as well as greater strengths achieved with both the six and the eight-strand core-suture techniques. The factor limiting more widespread use of modern multistrand suture techniques remains the surgeon’s ability to perform the repair while minimizing trauma to the tendon stumps and the circumferential visceral epitendon. While several investigators have evaluated the effect of sutures with different material properties (the caliber and the composition of the core suture itself), most surgeons use semiresorbable sutures of 4-0 caliber.

Other variables relevant to core-suture placement that have a positive effect on the time-zero tensile strength of the repair site include a dorsovolar location of the core suture, the cross-sectional area of tendon that is grasped or locked by the redirecting loop of suture, and the number of times that the tendon is grasped by the suture. Studies of an ex vivo human model have shown that greater time-zero strength is achieved with a more dorsal placement of the core suture within the tendon stump.

The effect of a more dorsal suture placement on the vascularity of the intrasynovial flexor tendon, especially in the areas where the vinculum enters the tendon, is not known. Ex vivo studies have suggested that both positioning the redirecting loop of the core suture to “lock” rather than “grasp” the tendon stumps and increasing the number of locks or grasps provide greater time-zero tensile strength of the repair site. Placement of the suture knot either within or away from the repair site has not been shown conclusively to affect tensile strength. Use of a greater quantity of suture within the repair site may increase the bulk of the repair site and decrease tendon glide, whereas placement of the knot away from the repair site may also affect tendon glide detrimentally because of increased friction between the tendon and sheath proximal or distal to the repair site. Techniques that do not require the tying of intrasynovial sutures have not gained acceptance.

Hand surgeons have also attempted to increase the strength of the repair site by altering the configuration of circumferential epitendon suture. Several studies have suggested that a circumferential epitendon suture passed multiple times across the repair site provides a significant and clinically relevant component of time-zero strength. However, most investigators have suggested that while the epitendon suture does increase time-zero and early postoperative
tensile strength, it cannot be relied on to provide the majority of the strength. It has been shown that the role of the epitenodous suture, regardless of its configuration, is two-fold: first, it decreases the bulk of the repair site by smoothing out the surface of the tendon stump and, second, it increases the tensile strength of the repair site. Authors of recent studies of core-suture biomechanics and in vivo clinical and experimental studies of tendon force in both canines and humans have recommended a four-strand core-suture technique supplemented by running epitendinous suture to achieve sufficient tensile strength of the repair site that will allow postoperative passive-motion rehabilitation to proceed without substantial risk of gap formation at the repair site.

Whereas modern core and epitendinous suture techniques have achieved greater strength, the effect of small degrees of early dehiscence and gap formation at the repair site on tendon-healing and accrual of repair-site strength has been appreciated only recently²⁹. Previous investigators have posited that repair-site gaps are always accompanied by adhesions of the intrasynovial flexor tendons, decreased tendon glide, and digital stiffness²⁹,100,102. A recent in vivo canine study has refuted that assumption: it demonstrated that a repair-site gap of even greater than 3 mm is not correlated with intrasynovial adhesions or with a decreased arc of digital motion²⁹. While large gaps did not seem to affect tendon function (excursion), those that occurred during the first twenty-one days postoperatively were observed to have a significant negative effect (p < 0.05) on tendon structure—i.e., the accrual of tensile strength of the repair site. Tendons without a gap or with a gap of <3 mm in length had a significant increase in repair-site tensile strength between three and six weeks postoperatively, whereas those with a gap of >3 mm did not have significant accrual of repair-site strength. While the biological processes at work within larger repair-site gaps remain open to investigation, such gaps seen early in the postoperative period pose a greater risk of rupture as motion rehabilitation progresses after three weeks. Imaging modalities such as ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and plain radiographs to determine the precise extent of repair-site gaps have yielded inconsistent results and thus are not yet applicable to the clinical situation³⁰.

Important strides have been made recently in the investigation of the biological processes taking place at the repair site during the early postoperative period. Increased synthesis of type-I collagen mRNA and protein has been demonstrated within repair-site cells and cells within the adjacent epitenon early in the postoperative period²⁹,112,114. However, a recent study showed that neither the total amount nor the maturity of the collagen at the repair site increased significantly during the first six weeks postoperatively (p < 0.05)²⁹. The accrual of repair-site tensile strength demonstrated between three and six weeks postoperatively in tendons with a repair-site gap of <3 mm must be due to mechanisms other than increased synthesis or more rapid maturation of collagen at the repair site. Fibronectin, an abundant extracellular matrix protein involved in cell-matrix communication, as well as αvβ3 and αvβ5 integrins, cell-surface compounds involved in the binding of fibroblasts to extracellular matrix, are likewise upregulated during the early postoperative period²⁹,112. Fibroblasts grown in culture have demonstrated responsiveness to externally applied stress at both a cellular and a molecular level⁴⁰,41; however, the exact relationship between collagen and integrin synthesis and the accrual of tensile strength at the tendon repair site remains unknown. Upregulation of the synthesis of mRNA of angiogenic mediators has been demonstrated both within the flexor tendon repair site and in the surrounding epitenon, and it has been shown to precede temporally and to be distinct spatially from longitudinal blood-vessel growth both on the tendon surface and within the tendon substance²⁹,42,43,45,47. The cellular origin of these angiogenic mediators and their role in blood-vessel ingrowth through the avascular region of the flexor tendon remain unknown. The identification of fibroblast responsiveness in culture to growth factors such as transforming growth factor-beta²⁹,41,131 and insulin-like growth factor²⁹,42,43,132,135 merits further investigation into their role in early tendon healing.

Rehabilitation
While much time, effort, and print have been devoted to the technical nuances of flexor tendon surgery, the average time spent in the operating room pales in comparison with the aggregate time spent in therapy by the typical patient. It is therefore important that attention be paid to the specifics of rehabilitation after flexor tendon surgery.

In the germinal years of hand surgery, repair of flexor tendon lacerations occurring in the intrasynovial sheath was looked upon with disdain; indeed, Bunnell had labeled this region of the hand “no-man’s land.” Over time, hand surgeons have learned that strong early repairs coupled with early motion therapy programs can yield not only good but often excellent results. Young and Harmon first described the concept of passive motion with use of elastic-band traction in 1960³⁰, but it became widespread after publication of the Louisville experience in 1977³⁸. Lister et al.³⁹ reported the results of 156 repairs of flexor tendon lacerations in sixty-eight patients. Rehabilitation was carried out with a controlled motion protocol consisting of use of an extension block splint combined with active digital extension and passive digital flexion achieved with use of rubber bands secured at the wrist and attached to the injured digit at the distal nail-plate. Eighty percent of the patients had a good or excellent result, which was a substantial improvement over previously published results. These data were among the first to demonstrate that primary repair of intrasynovial flexor tendons followed by rehabilitation could yield satisfactory functional results. The results of use of a modification of the rubber-band traction system used at the Hand and Services at
Brooke Army Medical Center and Walter Reed Hospitals were presented in 1987. The Louisville protocol was modified further by the placement of a bar or pulley at the midpalmar level in order to improve the vector of pull; biomechanical studies at the Mayo Clinic demonstrated that, with this change, flexion at both the distal and the proximal interphalangeal joints was greater than that achieved with the original Louisville splint and rehabilitation protocol. Further refinements over the past decade have led to the creation of a splint with a mobile joint at the wrist (a synergistic wrist splint), allowing greater intrasynovial tendon excursion to be achieved because of the tenodesis effect of wrist position on flexor tendon motion.

Duran and Houser were early proponents of a passive-motion rehabilitation program. They determined, both by clinical observation and by experimental study, that 3 to 5 mm of excursion at the intrasynovial repair site was sufficient to prevent the development of intrasynovial adhesions. This degree of excursion was achieved postoperatively through a protocol of passive digital motion that was taught to the patients. This rehabilitation technique decreased the frequency of the flexion contractures of the proximal interphalangeal joints often seen with rubber-band protocols. This protocol was subsequently modified by one of us (J.W.S.), who used a dorsal blocking splint fabricated with the wrist in 20° of flexion, the metacarpophalangeal joints in 50° of flexion, and the interphalangeal joints in full extension. For the first three and one-half weeks postoperatively, the patient flexes and extends the proximal and distal interphalangeal joints and the entire digit twenty-five times daily within the confines of the dorsal blocking splint. At three and one-half weeks postoperatively, active digital flexion and extension is initiated, again within the confines of the dorsal blocking splint. Active motion exercises without the splint are initiated one week later, but the splint is worn when the patient is not exercising until five and one-half weeks postoperatively. At that time, blocking exercises for both the proximal and the distal interphalangeal joint are initiated. While a variety of early motion protocols that advocate “place and hold,” “light active,” or “active” components have been described, there are conflicting reports regarding their success. The rates of repair-site ruptures with some early motion protocols have been reported to range between 5.7% and 46%.

Despite improvements in repair-site strength and in the understanding of repair-site biology, adhesions still frequently form between the tendon and the surrounding fibro-osseous sheath, resulting in digital stiffness and a decreased range of motion, following intrasynovial flexor tendon repair and rehabilitation. Recent in vivo studies have suggested that the formation of these restrictive intrasynovial adhesions both at the repair site and at remote sites between the tendon and sheath may be avoided by achievement of sufficient excursion of the intrasynovial tendons during passive-motion rehabilitation. Recent canine studies have suggested that as little as 1.6 mm of such excursion may prevent formation of clinically relevant adhesions. Despite the experimental success of increasing excursion at the intrasynovial repair site during passive-motion rehabilitation, mechanical and pharmacological methods have been attempted in an effort to decrease the formation of intrasynovial adhesions. In vivo and in vitro studies have demonstrated beneficial effects of locally applied compounds such as 5-fluorouracil (a mitotic inhibitor) and hyaluronic acid (a lubricant) on tendon gliding; both compounds have been shown to increase tendon glide, decrease adhesion formation, and decrease the work of digital flexion. However, clinical application of these compounds has not been widespread because of the expense, potential side effects, and difficulty in obtaining and maintaining a high concentration of the substances. Placement of mechanical barriers between the tendon and sheath following primary repair of lacerations of intrasynovial flexor tendons also has not gained acceptance.

In an effort to improve the strength of the repair sites of intrasynovial flexor tendons, investigators have advocated rehabilitation methods that apply increased levels of in vivo force across the repair. One of us (M.I.B.) and colleagues recently performed a study in which 214 canine flexor digitorum profundus tendons were transected, repaired, and assigned to either a low-force (5-N) or a high-force (17-N) passive-motion rehabilitation regimen, as described by Lieber et al. Tensile testing showed that increasing the level of applied force from 5 to 17 N did not accelerate the accrual of repair-site strength. That finding suggests that there should be a reexamination of the concept that increases in force produced by more vigorous mobilization protocols are beneficial to tendon healing.

Partial Tendon Lacerations

Multiple investigators have concluded that partial lacerations involving ≤60% of the tendon’s cross-sectional area should not be repaired. That recommendation is supported by both in vivo and ex vivo biomechanical studies that demonstrated that nonrepaired partial lacerations had a significantly higher ultimate load and stiffness than repaired tendons (p < 0.05). Several authors have reported an increased risk of triggering, entrapment, or rupture associated with lacerations involving >60% of the cross-sectional area of the tendon and have advocated surgical repair of those injuries. Even though physiologic loads may be tolerated by the tendon after laceration of ≤75%. Although it has been demonstrated that even experienced surgeons find it difficult to consistently and accurately estimate the percentage of an incomplete tendon laceration, we currently recommend tendon débridement for injuries involving ≤60% of the tendon’s cross-sectional area. Injuries involving >60% of the tendon substance should be repaired with traditional core-suture methods supplemented by a running epitendinous suture.
Therapy for patients in whom an incompletely lacerated tendon has not undergone suture repair is similar to that for patients who have undergone tenolysis; studies have shown that tendons with an injury involving ≤70% of the cross-sectional area can tolerate both passive and active range-of-motion rehabilitation programs. These injuries are frequently treated with a “place-and-hold” regimen or a “frayed-tendon” exercise program in order to maximize differential excursion between the flexor digitorum superficialis and flexor digitorum profundus tendons.

**Repair and Reconstruction of the Flexor Sheath**

The flexor sheath apparatus provides mechanical efficiency and a source of nutrition to the intrasynovial flexor tendons. Preservation of the crucial pulleys is imperative in order to minimize tendon bowstringing. Studies have demonstrated that the A2 and A4 pulleys are the most important for digital motion and the prevention of tendon bowstringing; therefore, these pulleys should be repaired or reconstructed if they are deficient.

Various methods of repair or reconstruction of the flexor pulleys have been described, including techniques using free tendon or retinacular grafts, the palmar plate, or the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon. Bunnell described the use of a free tendon graft for reconstruction of the A2 and A4 pulleys. For reconstruction of the A2 pulley, the graft is looped two or three times around the proximal phalanx and the flexor tendons, placed dorsal to the neurovascular bundles, and passed in the interval between the extensor tendon apparatus and the proximal phalanx. The graft is passed superficial to the extensor apparatus for reconstruction of the A4 pulley. Lister reported a similar method of reconstruction, with use of an 8-cm section of the extensor retinaculum of the wrist. Other methods utilize free tendon grafts woven through the peripheral remnants of the flexor pulley system, the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon placed through drill holes in the proximal or distal phalanx, or Karev’s “belt-loop” reconstruction technique, which utilizes slips of the palmar plate to reconstruct the incompetent pulley or pulleys. In recent biomechanical studies, investigators have assessed the influence of donor graft and of graft tensioning on tendon gliding and functional outcomes.

While restoration of tendon sheath continuity may improve the healing environment, repair of the membranous portions of the sheath is technically difficult and may result in narrowing. This localized constriction and the increased width of the tendon repair site may impair tendon gliding and increase resistance to glide at the repair site. Investigators who have examined the influence of sheath repair have concluded that it does not substantially improve functional outcomes following repair of flexor tendon lacerations. Studies of flexor sheath reconstruction by direct repair or by autogenous grafting at the time of primary tendon repair have demonstrated the proliferation of a new gliding surface, irrespective of reconstruction or excision of the sheath.

Presently available experimental and clinical data suggest that repair of an intrasynovial flexor tendon laceration should be performed within ten to fourteen days after injury and that the surgeons should use a core and epitenon around a flexor graft. A passive motion rehabilitation protocol emphasizing excursion at the intrasynovial repair site, rather than increased application of musculotendinous force across the repair site, should be utilized.

**Free Tendon Grafts**

When a flexor tendon divided in Zone I or Zone II has not been or cannot be directly repaired, tendon grafting must be carried out in order to restore digital flexion. Whether one uses a conventional free tendon graft or a staged reconstruction depends on several factors unique to the involved digit, including the extent and magnitude of scar formation within the digital canal and the condition of the pulley system. In this section, we will consider the indications and techniques for conventional free tendon grafting.

**Interruption of the Profundus and Superficialis**

The first series in which free flexor tendon grafts were used in the hand was reported by Lexer in 1912. He used grafts to repair flexor tendons after rupture, old lacerations, infections, and “hopeless cases” of ischemic contracture. In 1916, Mayer authored three articles that have served as the basis for the present-day concepts of flexor tendon surgery. He emphasized the need for an exacting operative technique, with direct juncture of the tendon to bone and use of an adequate muscle as a motor, and the necessity for peritenon around a flexor graft.

In 1918, in a classic article on tendon grafting, Bunnell stressed an atraumatic technique, a bloodless field, perfect asepsis, and preservation of pulleys. He preferred the palmaris longus tendon as the donor graft and described a modified cork borer that could be used as a tendon stripper. Mason and Allen carried out experiments in 1941 that indicated that tendon grafts should not be moved for twenty-one to twenty-five days. In the first edition of his classic textbook on surgery of the hand in 1944, Bunnell described the pullout wire suture technique, the success of which was confirmed by Moberg in 1951.

The surgical methods and results of free flexor tendon grafting have subsequently been modified and reviewed by various leaders in the field of hand surgery, including Pulvertaft, Littler, Boyes and Stark, and White. Important contributions have also been made by Verdän in Switzerland and Tibulina in France. While few advances in tendon grafting have occurred in recent years, Boyes and Stark presented notable reviews of large clinical series and reported that good results had been obtained by...
grafting through an intact flexor digitorum superficialis for the treatment of isolated loss of the profundus.

**Indications**

The indications for conventional free tendon grafting have been well established. Pulvertaft stated that results of the standard grafting method will be successful when:

- "The hand is in good overall condition. There is no extensive scarring. Passive movements are full or nearly full. The circulation is satisfactory. At least one digital nerve in the affected digit is intact."
- "A precise and gentle surgical technique is used."
- "The patient is cooperative. A child under 3 years of age is unlikely to assist in the aftercare and it is wise to postpone the operation until the child is older."

Schneider and Hunter emphasized that the surgeon must decide whether a conventional free tendon graft or a staged reconstruction is more appropriate in a particular situation. In some patients, whom primary repair or previous efforts at flexor tendon reconstruction have failed, the degree of scarring within the digit may preclude the realistic possibility of achieving a good result from free grafting. In these instances, a staged reconstruction may be more appropriate. Tubiana described the principles of flexor tendon grafting, stating that only one graft should be placed in one finger, an intact superficialis tendon is never sacrificed, the graft should be of small caliber, and its ends should be fixed away from the tendon sheath. Tubiana also recommended careful calculation of the tension of the graft and sparing of at least one pulley to prevent bowstringing.

Although primary or delayed primary repair has become the standard mode of treatment of acute severe deficits of flexor tendons, free tendon grafting is applicable in patients who, for one reason or another, have not had a timely repair. In such patients, the severed tendon stumps are removed from the digital flexor sheath and replaced with a palm-to-distal phalanx graft. Almost all tendon surgeons agree that the procedure is applicable in patients over five years of age following clean, sharp severance of the flexor tendon. The wound should be well healed with a minimum of inflammatory reaction, and the digit should be supple and free from swelling. A full range of passive motion should be achieved prior to the procedure, and at least one and preferably both digital nerves should be functional. The patient should be well motivated and informed about the rather rigorous postoperative therapy that will be necessary.

Free tendon grafting is usually not appropriate for digits with a fixed joint contracture or a severe phalangeal fracture. Crushing injuries or wounds with substantial skin loss usually result in considerable scarring in or around the flexor tendon sheath, and the results of free tendon grafting can be expected to be markedly compromised in such a situation. The procedure is contraindicated for insensitive or poorly vascularized digits, for children below the age of three years, and for elderly patients.

In some instances, it will be difficult for the surgeon to assess the amount of fibrosis within the digit or the condition of the pulley system prior to the operative procedure. The patient should be prepared for the possibility that, should the findings at surgery mitigate against free tendon grafting, a staged flexor tendon reconstruction will be necessary.

While many surgeons, including Bunnell, recommended excision of the majority of the flexor tendon sheath with retention of only small sections of the annular pulleys, it is now believed that one should strive to preserve as much of the sheath system as possible. Eiken et al. even suggested transplanting synovial tissue from the toes or wrists as a sheath autograft in order to close open sections of the fibro-osseous canal. We have seen that the wholesale ablation of sections of the flexor tendon sheath may have a detrimental effect on the efficiency of flexor tendons and it is important to preserve the majority of the A2 and A4 annular pulleys. Reconstruction of pulleys at the time of free tendon grafting is rarely advisable and, in most instances, the finding of a deficient pulley system should serve as an indication to proceed with staged reconstruction.

**Donor Tendons**

Although there is some disagreement about which donor tendon should be chosen for free flexor tendon grafting, the palmaris longus, when available, probably has the most advocates. This tendon is present in approximately 85% of all individuals, is of sufficient length and size, and is easily procured from the ipsilateral forearm through small incisions and gentle traction or the use of a tendon stripper. The palmaris tendon may also serve as a satisfactory graft, particularly when graft length is important. It is said to be present in about 93% of all individuals, although personal experience indicates that it is present less frequently. The palmaris tendon is usually 12 to 18 cm in length and may be garnered through an incision medial to the Achilles tendon and the use of a Brand tubular tendon stripper. Other tendons that may be employed as grafts include the extensor digitorum longus tendons to the second, third, and fourth toes; the extensor indicis proprius; the extensor digiti quinti proprius; and the flexor digitorum superficialis tendon to the small finger. The use of intrasynovial grafts has been advocated by Noguchi et al. and Arkin et al., and the science behind their recommendations is compelling. However, clinical evidence of the superiority of these grafts is still necessary before they are commonly used for these procedures.

Either the zigzag palmar incision advocated by Brunelli or the midaxial approach favored by many surgeons can be used for flexor tendon grafting. The latter approach has the advantages of placing the scar away from the area of grafting and providing a healthy bed of subcutaneous tissue over the sheath and graft. Continuous digital-palmar incisions, as recommended by Tubiana, provide wide exposure of the flexor tendon system from the midpart of the palm to the digital tip. Attempting to work
through small incisions with limited exposure almost always necessitates blind dissection, which may endanger neurovascular structures and increase formation of postoperative adhesions.

Surgical Technique
Some surgeons prefer the midaxial approach to the digit with use of the method of Rank and Wakefield, in which the neurovascular bundle is left in its dorsal position and the flap is elevated across the flexor tendon sheath. This incision, however, cannot be used if a zigzag approach had been previously employed. The neurovascular bundles must be carefully identified and protected, and dissection is carried from areas of normal anatomy toward the area of injury in order to provide the best identification of the tendon sheath with a minimum of additional injury. The annular portions of the sheath should be carefully preserved, but, if they have collapsed, they may often be expanded by the use of pediatric urethral dilator sounds (Fig. 2).

Small windows are fashioned in the cruciate-synovial areas of the sheath in order to identify the proximal and distal tendon stumps, and the distal stump of the profundus is mobilized. One centimeter of the profundus stump is preserved and is reflected to its insertion in the distal phalanx. The profundus and superficialis stumps are withdrawn proximally if they still reside in the flexor sheath or they are identified in the midpart of the palm, where their ends will have enlarged. Distal traction may then be placed on the profundus tendon for several minutes to improve its excursion. The bulbar profundus stump is trimmed back to good tendon, and the lumbrical muscle is excised if it is scarred or adherent. The superficialis tendon is pulled forward and cut so that it will retract well away from the proximal graft juncture.

Whatever scar tissue is found at the site of the original injury is then meticulously excised. If the scar proves to be excessive or if a great deal of the pulley system has been lost, it may be better to proceed with a staged reconstruction by implanting a silicone rod and reconstructing annular pulleys. It is also recommended that the distal portion of the superficial flexor be preserved to prevent recurvatum at the proximal interphalangeal joint, particularly when it has not been badly scarred by the initial injury.

Following preparation of the nail bed, a heavy suture is placed beneath the intact portions of the sheath by using a small blunt probe, and an oblique drill hole is fashioned in the base of the distal phalanx, with the point of the drill directed from proximal-palmar to distal.
The surgeon should try to minimize dorsal cortical penetration by placing a finger over the proximal nail bed during the drilling process.

When the digital bed has been prepared, the donor tendon is procured. One of us (J.W.S.) prefers to use the palmaris longus when it is present (Fig. 4). It is garnered with a transverse incision just proximal to the wrist, through which the distal part of the tendon can be easily identified. A small hemostat is placed beneath the tendon to increase its tension and to allow the tendon to be palpated in the midpart of the forearm. A short transverse incision is then made directly over the tendon, and dissection is carried down to the proximal portion of the palmaris, which is easily withdrawn after it has been divided distally and freed of its attachments.

A 4-0 monofilament suture, armed at each end with a straight needle, is passed twice through the distal end of the suspended graft, and an additional 4-0 suture is placed in the tendon prior to its release. The proximal end of the graft suture is tied to the distal end of the suture in the digital bed, and the tendon can then be easily drawn from distal to proximal beneath the intact portions of the tendon sheath. The straight needles are then passed through the distal phalangeal drill hole and will usually exit over the proximal portion of the nail. The needles are taken through a gauze pad or a Kitner sponge and through the holes of a button. Distal traction on the suture will pull the tendon graft into the osseous defect in the distal phalanx, and the suture may be tied over the button to anchor the graft. Additional sutures are used to secure the profundus stump to the graft, and proximal traction on the graft should demonstrate its excursion and produce full digital flexion (Fig. 5).

All wounds are closed, and the proximal juncture of the graft to the profundus motor tendon is completed in the palm. A Pulvertaft tendon weave is excellent for the proximal juncture and allows careful adjustment of the tension of the graft. When the calibers of the tendons are the same, one may prefer an end-to-end suture rather than the weave technique. Most surgeons agree that the tension placed on a tendon graft should result in a resting posture of the grafted digit that is slightly more flexed than it would be under normal circumstances. This is best achieved by placing the wrist in neutral and observing the posture of the adjacent digits. In general, the posture of the grafted digit should be about the same as that of the adjacent ulnar digit. For the small finger, a position of flexion somewhat greater than that of the contralateral small finger is appropriate. At the conclusion of the proximal tendon repair, the digit is checked to be sure that it can be passively extended with the wrist in neutral.

Obviously, certain variations in this technique may be appropriate in unique circumstances. The use of a drill hole at the base of the distal phalanx is not appropriate in children with open epiphyses; in such cases, direct tendon suture to the stump of the profundus is preferable. When a palmaris longus tendon is not present, the plantaris, the superficialis tendon of the small finger, or one of the proprius tendons may be selected; the toe extensors should be reserved for rare situations in which no other donor tendons are available. In some instances, it is preferable to use the superficialis muscle as a motor for the tendon graft, particularly when it is less scarred than the profundus.

Postoperative Care

Most surgeons are much more reluctant to utilize early motion programs following grafting than they are following flexor tendon repair. It is generally believed that flexor tendon grafts should be immobilized for at least three weeks in order to avoid tension on the suture and to allow for revascularization.

Immobilization should be in a position midway between neutral and full wrist flexion, with the metacarpophalangeal joints flexed to 60° or 70° and the inter-
phalangeal joints held in nearly full extension. This position relieves tension on the repair site and provides the best safeguard against the development of flexion contractures of the interphalangeal joints. At three to four weeks, a gentle protected-motion program that includes passive and active digital flexion and active digital extension is initiated. Full passive extension of the digit is not permitted for several additional weeks.

**Intact Superficialis**

The late treatment of a division or rupture of the flexor digitorum profundus with an intact superficialis tendon is controversial. If the patient has full, strong function of the superficialis, the functional impairment of the involved digit may not be great. Since there is a risk that tendon grafting will compromise existing function, many surgeons use a conservative approach in this situation, preferring no treatment, or tenodesis or arthrodesis of the distal interphalangeal joint, to free grafting. Other surgeons have achieved satisfactory results with tendon grafting through an intact superficialis, with varying indications in carefully selected patients. Treatment of isolated loss of the profundus with use of a tendon implant as a first stage and grafting as a second stage was advocated by Versaci and by Wilson et al.

Although generally in favor of free grafting for the treatment of profundus division in selected patients, Pulvertaft stated that “it should not be advised unless the patient is determined to seek perfection and the surgeon is confident of his ability to offer a reasonable expectation of success without risk of doing harm.” He further noted that the decision regarding whether to use a graft in such circumstances depends on a number of factors, including the age, occupation, and wishes of the patient and the condition of the finger and hand. He recommended tendon grafting for the index and long fingers but thought that the procedure was appropriate in the ring and small fingers only when the patient required the action of those fingers because of a special interest or occupation, such as a musician or skilled technician.

Pulvertaft later changed his thinking and agreed that free tendon grafting is often worthwhile in the small finger, particularly when the superficialis tendon is weak, because of the improvement in grip provided by the restoration of profundus function. He favored the use of the plantaris tendon in such circumstances. Stark et al.
thought that the prerequisites for grafting in a digit with an intact superficialis tendon include a normal superficialis tendon, full passive motion, minimal soft-tissue scarring, and a patient between ten and twenty-one years of age. The procedure should probably be reserved for the few patients who have specific functional needs or a strong desire for the restoration of profundus function. While a young age is not an absolute requirement, the majority of our patients have been less than twenty-five years old. Finally, the procedure should be carried out only after a thorough and honest discussion with the patient about the details of the procedure and its possible complications.

Surgical Technique
The technique for free flexor tendon grafting in a digit with an intact superficialis is similar to that used following the loss of both the profundus and the superficialis. Obviously, one should take great care to avoid any damage to the normal superficialis or its decussation. The palmaris and plantaris tendons are the best donor tendons for this type of grafting because of their small size. The graft should be gently passed through the decussation of the superficialis in an effort to restore its normal anatomic position.

When the chiasm has been closed and it is not possible to pass the graft between the superficialis slips, it may be passed around them. The distal and proximal graft junctures are the same as those described for treatment of a combined tendon loss. While some authors have suggested that motion may be commenced earlier following grafting through an intact superficialis, our practice is to immobilize the involved hand for three and one-half weeks before permitting motion.

Flexor Tenolysis
Despite our best efforts at flexor tendon repair, free tendon grafting, or staged reconstruction, adhesion formation with restriction of tendon excursion occurs all too frequently. When satisfactory function cannot be restored, it may be necessary to proceed with tenolysis in an effort to improve tendon movement. The biological basis and clinical efficacy of this procedure have been questioned by some authors, whereas others have indicated that, when carried out properly, it is a worthwhile effort at restoring digital function. Tenolysis must always be approached as a major surgi-
cal effort, with careful patient selection and great attention to the details of the operative procedure and the postoperative mobilization program. Tenolysis is probably the most demanding of all flexor tendon procedures and, in order to be successful, there must be close cooperation among the patient, the physician, and the therapist.

Preoperative Considerations

Indications

Tenolysis may be indicated following flexor tendon repair or grafting when the passive range of digital flexion substantially exceeds active flexion. The decision to carry out the procedure should be based on serial joint measurements indicating no appreciable improvement for several months despite a vigorous therapy program and conscientious efforts by the patient.

The prerequisites for tenolysis as set forth by Fetrow, Hunter et al., and Schneider and Hunter should be closely adhered to. All fractures should have healed, and wounds must have reached "equilibrium" with soft, pliable skin and subcutaneous tissues and minimal reaction around scars. Joint contractures must have been mobilized, and there must be a normal or nearly normal passive range of digital motion. Satisfactory sensation and muscle strength should have been regained, and the patient must be carefully informed about the objectives, surgical techniques, postoperative course, and pitfalls of the procedure. Many patients will be content with less than normal active digital motion. However, others who have regained a fairly good range may desire nearly normal function, and, in most circumstances, they should be offered the operation. When a patient elects to undergo tenolysis, he or she must understand that, if the findings at surgery preclude the possibility of regaining satisfactory function, it may be necessary to proceed with the implantation of a silicone rod as the first step of a staged flexor tendon reconstruction.

Timing

The proper timing of tenolysis following tendon repair or grafting is somewhat controversial. Wray et al. concluded, from an experiment on chicken tendons, that waiting twelve weeks appears to be optimum, as the tendon does not weaken in that time and the blood supply increases. Fetrow and Pulvertaft recommended waiting three months following primary tendon repair and six months following flexor tendon grafting before performing tenolysis. Rank et al. advocated waiting six to nine months following tendon grafting for patients in whom serial examinations had revealed no substantial improvement. It is now generally accepted that tenolysis may be considered three months or more after repair or grafting, provided that the other criteria for the procedure have been satisfied and there has been no measurable improvement in active motion during the preceding four to eight weeks.

Operative Considerations

Anesthesia and Tourniquet

Schneider, Hunter, and associates popularized the use of local anesthesia supplemented by intravenous analgesia and tranquilizing drugs for tenolysis. They contended that this method best allows the patient to demonstrate the completeness of the lysis by actively flexing the involved digit during surgery. They also believed that it is important to allow the patient to observe the improved digital motion during surgery in order to provide motivation for the maintenance of that motion during the rigorous postoperative therapy program. Most surgeons now agree that the advantages of local anesthesia and active patient participation are enormous and recommend the use of this technique whenever possible. However, this type of local and supplementary anesthesia may not be appropriate for patients who are young or uncooperative, who have a low pain threshold, or for whom extensive surgery is anticipated. It then becomes the responsibility of the surgeon to demonstrate that a thorough release of all restraining adhesions has been achieved by the tenolysis procedure.
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A silicone tendon implant in a small finger during stage one of a two-stage flexor tendon reconstruction for functional salvage.
It must be remembered that, while the use of local anesthesia permits immediate evaluation of the effectiveness of the tenolysis, tourniquet ischemia will result in muscle paralysis in approximately thirty minutes, and, although the active function returns after the tourniquet release, this delay is a surgical inconvenience. In addition, the tourniquet may not be well tolerated after twenty to forty minutes, depending on the effectiveness of the supplementary analgesia. Application of a sterile pediatric tourniquet to the midpart of the forearm has proved to be an effective method of dealing with the problems of muscle paralysis and tourniquet-induced pain. During the procedure, the tourniquet on the midpart of the forearm may be inflated secondarily, allowing deflation of the tourniquet on the upper arm. Hemostasis is preserved, tourniquet-induced pain is minimized, and the function of the extrinsic forearm flexors can usually be restored following their revascularization. At the time of dressing application, the proximal tourniquet can be reinflated and the pediatric tourniquet can be removed.

The local anesthetic agent is chosen by the surgeon. Use of 1% or 2% lidocaine was advocated by Hunter et al. and Schneider and Hunter. 0.5% bupivacaine (Marcaine) is also a useful agent for tenolysis because it is effective for a long duration (ten to fourteen hours), which minimizes immediate postoperative pain. Anesthesia administered by infiltration into the skin and subcutaneous tissues at the base of the finger is usually combined with a transmetacarpal digital block. The extent of the palmar dissection is anticipated at the time of injection, and when more than one finger is to undergo tenolysis or when extensive wrist-palm-digit exploration is likely, one may elect to use a wrist block. It should be remembered that this type of regional anesthetic will result in paralysis of the intrinsic muscles and, to some extent, compromise the patient's ability to demonstrate normal digital kinetics following tenolysis. Nonetheless, wrist block anesthesia still permits full function of the extrinsic flexor system and is an excellent alternative to direct palmar injection in certain circumstances.

Although Hunter et al. stated a preference for the supplementary use of fentanyl-droperidol (Innovar) for analgesia and sedation during tenolysis, other agents such as diazepam (Valium) may be effectively substituted when the anesthesiologist is unfamiliar with or reluctant to use that drug combination. Whether the procedure is carried out with the patient under local, regional, or general anesthesia, it is important that the condition and comfort level of the patient be carefully monitored by an anesthesiologist throughout the procedure.

Surgical Technique
Flexor tenolysis requires wide surgical exposure. As with other digital procedures, either the midlateral or the Bruner zigzag incision can be used. Hunter et al. preferred the zigzag approach, believing that it provides the best exposure of the tendon anatomy and allows lysis of the adherent structures under direct visualization. They also believed that this approach best preserves the vascular nutrition of the digits that have been injured or have had previous surgical procedures. Other surgeons prefer a midlateral incision, as described by Rank et al., in which the neurovascular bundles are left dorsalward (Fig. 6). The advantages of this approach are that a good bed of soft tissue will usually be delivered back across the flexor tendons and sheath, and less wound tension will be produced by early postoperative digital motion.

Despite Verdun's earlier recommendation that sheaths be widely excised at the time of tenolysis, most surgeons now prefer to preserve as much of the pulley system as possible. If portions of the pulley system have been damaged by injury or previous surgery, the forces acting on the smaller remaining pulleys during active flexion will be much greater, with an increase in the potential for pulley rupture. It is therefore imperative to make every effort to maintain the major portion of each of the annular pulleys.

Tenolysis is often a laborious procedure requiring meticulous division of all limiting adhesions and great care to define the borders of the flexor tendons. When possible, the profundus and superficialis tendons are separated to retain a two-tendon system. In some instances, however, this cannot be done, and a single combined tendon is created and is mobilized to its insertion. The judicious use of small knife blades and elevators may help the surgeon to extricate the tendons from their scarred beds on the floor of the fibro-osseous canal and to divide connections to the annular pulleys (Fig. 7). On occasion, small pediatric urethral dilators may be employed to gently expand annular pulleys.

When the procedure is carried out with the patient under local anesthesia, it should be possible to periodically ask the patient to actively flex the involved finger in order to determine the adequacy of the lysis. Occasionally, this motion will rupture a few remaining adhesions and permit full excursion of the lysed tendon. At approximately thirty minutes, tourniquet paralysis will preclude the ability of the patient to actively flex the digit. At this point, the sterile pediatric tourniquet applied to the midpart of the forearm can be inflated, and the tourniquet on the upper arm can be released. Voluntary muscle function will be restored, and the discomfort that had been caused by the proximal tourniquet will be relieved.

Dissection is continued until the adequacy of the release is demonstrated by the patient actively flexing the digit (Fig. 8) or by the surgeon performing a gentle proximal "traction check" in the palm. If the patient can fully flex the digit and an adequate pulley system has been preserved, the wound is closed and the dressing is applied. If annular pulleys are absent, attenuated, or inadequate, they must be rebuilt. The use of tendons passed circumferentially around the phalanges, as described by Bunnell, is probably the most reliable method of pulley restoration during tenolysis. Pulleys may be protected by circumferential digital taping, and their restoration should not substantially alter the postoperative regimen.
Schneider and Hunter emphasized the importance of critically assessing the quality of the flexor tendons at the time of surgery. If 30% of the tendon width has been lost or if the continuity of the tendon is through a small segment of scar tissue, it is questionable whether tenolysis should be carried out. When the quality of the tendon is seriously in doubt, it may be better to proceed with a staged reconstruction with use of an active or passive Hunter tendon implant. When the tendon quality is marginal, the final decision regarding whether to proceed with lysis is ultimately left to the discretion of the individual surgeon. Fortunately, there are methods of minimizing tensile loading of the lysed tendons while preserving their excursion during the early postoperative therapy period, as will be described in the Postoperative Considerations section. In certain circumstances, it may even be possible to combine the procedures by placing a Hunter tendon implant beneath the lysed tendon from the base of the distal phalanx to either the palm or the distal part of the forearm, as suggested by Cannon and one of us (J.W.S.). The silicone rod may then serve as both an underlay for the tendon and a potential first-stage reconstruction if tendon rupture should occur.

When necessary, capsulectomy may be combined with flexor tenolysis. The capsulotomy usually involves resection of scar tissue or tightened checkrein extensions of the palmar plate at the level of the proximal interphalangeal joint. It should be emphasized, however, that every effort should be made to achieve full passive motion of the digital joint before surgery since concomitant lysis of tendons and joint release can adversely affect the final result.

Various mechanical barriers have been used to limit the reformation of peritendinous adhesions following tenolysis. There are conflicting opinions regarding the usefulness of these materials. Boyes advocated silicone inlays in certain instances, and Bunnell, Fetrow and Verdan reported satisfactory results with peritendon and fascial inlays. Bora et al. reviewed the results of the use of fascia, vein, and cellophane around tenorrhaphy sites. They stated that these materials failed to prevent the reformation of adhesions and, in fact, acted as foreign bodies, promoting additional scarring as well as obstructing the revascularization process. At present, the most common indication for silicone interposition is a previous tenolysis when reformation of adhering scar tissue over a long distance seems to be inevitable.

The use of steroid preparations in an effort to modify the quality and quantity of tendon adhesions following tenolysis has provoked considerable debate. Wrenn et al., Rank et al., Carstam, James and Whitaker et al. indicated that locally instilled cortisone drugs may be of some value. Conversely, Fetrow, Brooks, and Verdan et al. believed that they do not improve the results of tenolysis. The adhesion-limiting property of trimcinolone, as demonstrated by Ketchum, suggests that this drug is a logical adjunct for the preservation of tendon gliding. It is probably best to reserve the use of this medication for patients who have shown a propensity for rapid and aggressive reformation of scar tissue or for those who are undergoing repeat lysis. In such instances, several milliliters of trimcinolone may be locally administered at the time of wound closure. One should be wary of the possibility of delayed wound-healing or infection when steroids are used in conjunction with this procedure.

Hunter et al. reported on the use of an indwelling polyethylene catheter to allow periodic administration of bupivacaine in an effort to provide postoperative pain relief during the first few days of post-tenolysis therapy. While this procedure is sometimes beneficial for patients with a low pain threshold or following extensive surgical procedures, it is rarely necessary for more routine procedures after which pain is not a major problem. The use of oral analgesics and a transcutaneous nerve stimulator are usually effective for controlling discomfort and obviate the need for an indwelling catheter with its attendant risk of inoculating the wound with infectious organisms.

At the conclusion of surgery, a large compressive dressing is applied and one may elect to splint the digit in a position of flexion because patients usually have much less difficulty bringing the finger from a flexed to an extended position. This motion also produces an obligatory gliding of the lysed tendon, which is more effective than that produced by passively flexing the digit.

Postoperative Considerations

Although some authors have advocated immediate motion following flexor tenolysis, others have recommended starting therapy as soon as soft-tissue healing permits it. The rapid formation of new adhesions can probably be discouraged by methods that produce early tendon movement. Immediate motion compatible with wound-healing is desirable. It is probably best to initiate digital motion within the first twelve hours following flexor tenolysis whenever possible.

Before initiating a postoperative therapy program, one must carefully consider many factors pertaining to the specific clinical situation. The surgeon and therapist should have direct communication regarding the patient's history, previous surgery, and preoperative status as well as the condition of the tendon and the status of the pulley system. An appreciation of the patient's motivation and tolerance for pain will also help immeasurably. An effort should be made to identify patients who have a tendency for the development of excessive edema, those who have diminished vascularity resulting from previous injury or surgery, and those who have had a previous infection. This information is useful for establishing realistic goals and in implementing an effective treatment program.

If the lysed tendon is of poor quality or if pulleys have been reconstructed, special postoperative methods will be necessary to minimize the stress placed on the tendons or pulleys, or both. A strong, nearly normal-appearing tendon in a minimally scarred bed with an adequate pulley system is a candidate for an aggressive mobilization program.
Some aspects of the therapy will be dictated by the appearance of the involved digit and hand at the time of the removal of the surgical dressing. Excessive swelling, bleeding, infection, wound breakdown, or inordinate pain may all have an adverse effect on the initial efforts to regain motion. When possible, it is helpful for the surgeon to be in attendance during the first therapy session to carefully monitor the initial attempts to mobilize the involved digit and to allay the apprehensions of the patient. An experienced therapist can, however, effectively commence the program if he or she is familiar with all aspects of the particular patient’s injury and previous surgery as well as the findings at the time of the tenolysis.

After the goals and methods of therapy have been discussed with the patient, the bulky compressive dressing is removed and a lighter dressing that is compatible with the control of edema is applied. When necessary, areas of pulley reconstruction are identified and are protected by circumferential taping or the use of a thermoplastic ring. This protection is continued for ten to twelve weeks and should reduce the possibility of pulley rupture. Finger socks or Coban wraps (3M, St. Paul, Minnesota) may be applied to control digital edema. These small dressings are aesthetically acceptable to the patient and tend to minimize the pain and bleeding that can sometimes hamper the early mobilization of a digit that has just undergone extensive surgery.

The initial rehabilitation program consists of active and passive exercises designed to move the involved digit through the full range of motion that was present passively before the operation. This session is usually not terminated until the patient can actively achieve the same amount of flexion that was demonstrated at surgery. The patient is instructed to exercise with the wrist in various positions and to place equal emphasis on both extension and flexion. At the conclusion of the first effort at postoperative mobilization, the patient is instructed to continue the exercise program for ten to fifteen minutes each waking hour. The ability to carry out self-therapy is carefully monitored.

Postoperative splinting varies depending on the tendency toward joint stiffening in a given digit and the difficulty that the patient has with initiating motion from either a flexed or an extended position. The majority of post-tenolysis digits are managed by extension splinting between exercise sessions in order to place the digits at rest and to diminish the tendency for a flexion contracture of the proximal interphalangeal joint to develop. When passive and active flexion are difficult to initiate and when full extension is easily achieved, it may be better to splint the digit in a flexed position.

If the tenolysed tendon has diminished caliper, is badly scarred, or was judged to be of poor quality at the time of surgery, the risk of tendon rupture may be considerable. Impending rupture may also be sometimes suspected when palpable crepitation develops in the digit during the early mobilization program. In both instances, therapy should be designed to diminish the tensile strength demand on the involved tendon while preserving the excursion achieved at surgery. A “frayed-tendon program” has been suggested for such cases and will hopefully reduce the rate of rupture.

The “frayed tendon program” involves passively manipulating the digit into the fully flexed position and then asking the patient to actively maintain that flexion. If the digit retains its flexed position following the removal of the manipulating finger, muscle contracture and tendon movement have been confirmed. In this manner, the tendon moves through its maximal excursion but with much less likelihood of rupture. In some instances, additional protection can be achieved by maintaining some element of wrist flexion or metacarpophalangeal joint flexion, although the full excursion of the tendon is not possible in those positions. This program is usually continued for approximately four to six weeks following tenolysis.

Although postoperative swelling of the involved digit often somewhat compromises the ability to maintain the same active joint motion that was achieved at surgery, it is important that the therapeutic effort continue until the patient has achieved active motion that is equal to passive motion. Terminating the therapy session before that goal is accomplished can result in gradual deterioration of active motion and a less than optimal final functional result. The use of a transcutaneous nerve stimulator (TENS) has been shown to be valuable for postoperative pain reduction, and the occasional use of an indwelling catheter for periodic instillation of a long-acting anesthetic may also be of benefit when a patient has a low pain threshold or a particularly complex situation. Electrical stimulation may be beneficial when the flexor muscle of the tenolysed tendon is weakened and requires augmentation to produce full tendon excursion. For patients who protectively contract the antagonistic extensor muscle groups, the use of biofeedback may be of considerable value in overcoming this motion-defeating activity. The use of adjunctive equipment such as a continuous passive-motion device is proving to be helpful in maintaining joint motion and tendon motion, and the development and perfection of such equipment may further assist in the sometimes difficult postoperative period.

Summary
The results of thorough tenolysis of the flexor tendons in the palm and digits in selected patients can be gratifying. Preoperative requirements include a well-motivated patient with a supple digit and a wide discrepancy between the active and passive ranges of digital motion. The surgical procedure consists of meticulous division of all restraining adhesions from one or both of the flexor tendons and careful preservation or reconstruction of annular pulleys. The adequacy of the lysis at the time of surgery must be demonstrated either by active flexion by the patient under local anesthesia or by a proximal “flexor check” by the surgeon with the patient under general anesthesia. Postoperatively, every effort must be made to achieve, as quickly as possible, active digital motion compatible with the passive motion. Maintenance of the tendon excursion and joint motion...
achieved at surgery is difficult and challenging. A well-designed rehabilitation program can usually be implemented following careful consultation between the surgeon and therapist, and special efforts may be necessary to relieve pain, control edema, preserve passive motion, eliminate antagonistic muscle activity, protect pulleys, and, above all, maintain tendon excursion.

Staged Flexor Tendon Reconstruction

Restoration of the performance of the flexor tendons in badly scarred digits has historically been very difficult. Several authors have reported the use of single-stage tendon-grafting procedures in these situations\(^266,267\), but functional recovery has been only modest. Tendon autografts and allografts have been used with varying degrees of clinical success\(^266,268\), although a small number of composite sheath-tendon allografts have been shown to provide surprisingly good recovery\(^269\). Unfortunately, technical and logistic difficulties with securing, preserving, and implanting these grafts have been obstacles to their widespread use.

An ingenious staged flexor tendon repair was described by Panewa-Holevich\(^264\). In this technique, the severed proximal ends of the flexor profundus and superficialis tendons are sutured to each other in the palm. At the second stage, the flexor superficialis is divided at the musculotendinous junction, delivered distally through the flexor sheath, and sutured to the distal phalanx as a pedicle graft. Several surgeons have combined this technique with implantation of a silicone prostheses in the digital sheath during the first stage to prepare a bed for the subsequent distal pedicle transfer\(^262,263\). The procedure can apparently provide satisfactory results under either acute or salvage conditions, although it has not been widely used in the United States.

In an effort to improve the biological bed in which tendon grafts may later be placed, materials such as celloidin\(^266\), glass\(^265\), and metal\(^266\) have been utilized, but these materials apparently have led to joint stiffness because their rigidity does not allow for passive digital motion while a pseudosheath is being formed around the implant\(^266\). Bassett and Carroll\(^267\) began using flexible silicone rubber rods to build pseudosheaths in badly scarred fingers in the 1950s, and the method was later refined into a two-stage reconstruction of the digital flexor tendons by Hunter and Salisbury\(^268,269\). The implant and method that are currently the most popular largely resulted from the work by Hunter, Schneider, and their colleagues\(^268\). LaSalle and one of us (J.W.S.)\(^270\) reported their results after the use of this method, and Wilson et al.\(^271\) reported on the use of delayed two-stage reconstruction for isolated flexor profundus injuries. Hunter et al.\(^272\) pursued the development and clinical use of an active tendon implant and, in some instances, the results were encouraging. Asencio et al.\(^273\) demonstrated reasonable results from the use of human composite flexor tendon allografts for these difficult salvage situations.

Staged Flexor Tendon Reconstruction with Placement of a Silicone Implant

Staged flexor tendon reconstruction involves placement of a silicone or silicone-Dacron-reinforced gliding implant into a scarred tendon bed, resulting in the formation of a mesothelium-lined pseudosheath around the implant. Following maturation of the pseudosheath, a tendon graft is inserted to replace the implant, with the hope that a minimum number of adhesions will form around the graft. Schneider\(^263\) emphasized that patients with severe neurovascular impairment are poor candidates for staged flexor tendon reconstruction. Some surgeons prefer to carry out staged tendon reconstruction by inserting the implant from the fingertip to the forearm, whereas others believe that, when the palm has not been substantially involved by the original trauma or subsequent surgery, the procedure need go only from the fingertip to the palm.

Surgical Technique

Stage One

The flexor system is exposed by palmar incisions that may be either midaxial or zigzag, depending on the preference of the surgeon. Previous incisions must be recognized and respected to ensure satisfactory vascularity of the skin flaps. During dissection, care must be taken to preserve as much of the annular portions of the flexor sheath as possible. All tendon remnants are excised with a 1-cm stump of the flexor profundus left attached to its insertion in the distal phalanx. When possible, long portions of the excised tendons should be preserved for use in pulley reconstruction. Joint flexion contractures are released by division of the checkrein extensions of the palmar plate and the accessory collateral ligaments. The profundus tendon is then transected in the midpart of the palm, and, through a curvilinear incision from the midpart of the forearm to the wrist, the superficialis tendon is withdrawn proximally and is divided at its musculotendinous junction.

The selection of the appropriately sized tendon implant is largely governed by the tightness of the digital pulleys and the expected size of the tendon graft to be employed at stage two. A 4-mm implant is frequently satisfactory, and it should be carefully passed through all remaining pulleys. It is important to demonstrate that the implant will glide freely in the tendon bed by pulling it back and forth and observing its movement. Distal insertion of the definitive implant is then carried out in a manner dependent on the type of implant selected. One design (Holter-Houser) has a metal end piece that may be fixed to the distal phalangeal bone beneath the profundus stump with a small Woodruff self-tapping screw. The insertion preferred by most surgeons involves trimming of the distal portion of the implant and suturing it strongly to the undersurface of the profundus stump with synthetic sutures. This implant-tendon juncture allows one to avoid both the difficulties of passing the metal plate beneath the digital pulleys and problems with accurate screw placement in the distal phalanx.

The implant may then be passed from the proximal part of the palm to the distal part of the forearm in the plane between the profundus and superficialis.
tendons with use of a tendon passer. Traction is placed on the proximal end of the implant to ensure that it glides smoothly beneath the preserved or reconstructed pulleys and to check the potential range of digital motion. The adequacy of the pulley system may also be observed at this time, and additional pulleys should be reconstructed over the implant if necessary. The proximal end of the implant is then tunneled proximally to lie free over the profundus muscle in the midpart of the forearm. It may be helpful to loosely tag the future profundus motor tendon to the implant. If the tendon that will be used for graft attachment is independent and not held at length by its companion tendons (such as the common profundii to the middle, ring, and small fingers), it is probably a good idea to suture it down to the periosteum overlying the distal part of the radius so that it will not undergo myo-static contracture during the interval between implant placement and free grafting. The wound is repaired, and a compressive dressing is applied to maintain the wrist in slight flexion. Passive wrist and digital motion are begun at seven to ten days, and small immobilization splints may be utilized to prevent digital joint stiffness (Fig. 9).

At about three months or after there has been sufficient time for wound-healing, scar maturation, and formation of a pseudosheath around the implant, the second-stage, grafting procedure is done. During the period between the procedures, vigorous therapy programs are utilized in an effort to regain and maintain full passive digital motion.

Stage Two

The replacement of the silicone implant by a free tendon graft may be carried out by utilizing the terminal portions of the digital and distal forearm incisions used in stage one. Great care is taken not to open the pseudosheath proximal to the distal interphalangeal joint or to injure any of the middle phalangeal pulleys. The implant is identified and uncovered at its attachment to the stump of the flexor profundus tendon over the base of the distal phalanx, and the connecting structures are divided. The implant is temporarily tagged with a hemostat, and the stump of the profundus is mobilized and is retained at its insertion for suturing to the replacement free tendon graft. The proximal end of the implant is located through the forearm-wrist incision, and any excess pseudosheath is resected to ensure free gliding of the proximal graft juncture. The appropriate motor tendon is now selected and, most frequently, the combined profundus mass is chosen for grafts to the middle, ring, and small fingers. The independent profundus to the index finger usually is the most appropriate motor for that digit. In certain circumstances, the superficialis muscle-tendons can also be utilized. Care is taken to mobilize the motor tendon unit fully, and the proximal end of the implant is tagged.

The palmaris longus is usually not of sufficient length to serve as a tendon graft for the forearm-to-digital tip technique of a staged flexor tendon reconstruction. When present, the plantaris tendon makes a better graft for this procedure because of its small size and long length. Other potential donor sources include the long extensors of the middle three toes, which are of sufficient length but are larger and more difficult to pass through the pseudosheath.

The tendon graft is attached to the distal end of the implant and is pulled proximally through the pseudosheath into the forearm incision. The implant is then removed and discarded, and the distal tendon juncture is secured in a manner identical to that described for free tendon grafting. The distal finger wound is then closed, and the proximal motor tendon-graft junction is created in the forearm with a weave technique. Tension on the graft should be set so that the digit is flexed slightly more than its normal resting position with the wrist in neutral and all muscles relaxed. The proximal wound is then closed, and the hand is immobilized in a bulky dressing with a posterior splint that maintains the wrist in the midposition between neutral and full flexion and maintains the metacarpophalangeal joints in 70° of flexion, with the fingers in nearly full extension.

Some surgeons think that the hand should be immobilized for three or four weeks, given the salvage nature of the procedure, whereas others now favor initiation of an early protected-motion program at about three days following the second-stage, grafting procedure. In either event, therapy proceeds carefully through passive and light active-motion stages until at least six weeks, when the tensile strength of the tendon and its junctures are sufficiently strong to tolerate a more aggressive application of motion stress.

Complications

Complications of staged tendon reconstruction include synovitis around the implant, infection or wound breakdown, and disruption of the distal implant juncture after stage one. Stage-two complications include rupture of the graft, a graft that is too loose or too tight, development of an intrinsic-plus phenomenon, and flexion deformity of the proximal or distal interphalangeal joint. Finally, adhesions of the graft may prevent a successful recovery of digital motion and may require tenolysis. The complications of either stage of this complex reconstruction may severely compromise the end result and must be dealt with promptly and appropriately.

Summary

When digits are badly scarred as a result of injury or multiple failed efforts to restore continuity and excursion to badly damaged flexor tendons, staged reconstruction involving initial placement of a silicone implant in the tendon bed followed later by replacement of that implant with a tendon graft can offer realistic salvage possibilities when very few other options exist. The procedure must be carefully considered by both the physician and the patient, and the status of the digital tissues, including the skin, nerves, vessels, and joints, must weigh heavily in the determination of whether to proceed with such a complex and multistaged restorative effort.

Complications

The mechanism of injury has a substan-
tial effect on the outcome of surgery. Sharp injuries have tidier wound edges and require less débridement. Crush injuries, contaminated injuries, or injuries involving open fracture often require extensive débridement and may lead to volar skin deficiencies so that coverage of the repaired tendon is a problem. A wider zone of injury can also increase the number and extent of adhesions. Composite tissue injuries—those associated with fracture and/or neurovascular injury—may require more extensive exposure and alteration of postoperative therapy if the osseous fixation cannot withstand the postoperative tendon-motion rehabilitation. Also, vascular precautions combined with the need to protect extensor repairs make early mobilization of the replanted digit difficult. A delay in seeking or obtaining surgical attention for the injury also places the patient at risk for complications, and a delay of greater than three weeks might preclude primary repair. Additionally, contamination from a neglected wound may lead to infection that precludes primary repair or may result in delayed infection postoperatively.

Coexisting medical conditions such as peripheral vascular disease or diabetes mellitus can impair healing and compromise motion. In addition, preexisting musculoskeletal conditions, such as osteoarthritis, that limit digital motion compromise the results of surgical intervention. If the passive range of digital motion is limited prior to injury, excursion of the repaired tendon can likewise be limited during rehabilitation.

Wound problems should be addressed immediately so that rehabilitation can be initiated as early as possible. If the patient presents with active infection, as may happen with a neglected wound or with tendon injuries secondary to an animal or human bite, then the infectious process must be addressed first. Infected and compromised tissue must be débrided aggressively, and appropriate antimicrobial coverage must be utilized.

Poorly planned incisions or thin, devitalized flaps may result in excessive scarring or contracture. In addition, cicatrices develop as wounds heal by secondary intention, which may hamper rehabilitation and ultimately the functional result. If the A2 or A4 pulley is substantially compromised, bow-stringing typically ensues and, if left untreated, may lead to flexion deformity of the proximal or distal interphalangeal joint. Resection of large segments of pulley sheath may also increase adhesion formation.

Inadvertent neurovascular injury may result in catastrophic complications, including digital loss. If both digital arteries are transected, ischemic tissue is present even though fingertip perfusion may be judged adequate, and repair of at least one of the digital arteries is suggested. Tissue ischemia is believed to be a major contributing factor in infection and in scar formation.

Of all postoperative complications, the most dreaded is tendon rupture. Repair-site rupture is demonstrated by the absence of a palpable tendon within the digit during gentle attempts at digital flexion. The patient may have also felt a “pop” during rehabilitation exercise. If a rupture is noted, it should be immediately explored, and repair should be attempted if possible. If repair is not possible because of retraction of the tendon stump proximally or because of poor quality of the tendon stumps, preparations for grafting or for two-stage reconstruction should be made. Repair-site triggering during rehabilitation has also been described. It has been attributed to overly aggressive exercise on the part of the patient; typically, a mild catching sensation is noted during active flexion. Patients should be allowed to continue therapy uninterrupted with the expectation that the triggering will cease along with resolution of the digital edema.

Wounds that become infected subsequent to tendon repair must be treated with basic surgical wound care. Superficial wound infections can often be treated with elevation of the upper limb or by initiation of oral antibiotics. If purulent drainage is present, a speci-
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